Abstract

**Background:** The proliferation of "accessible information" for people with intellectual disabilities in UK health care has accelerated in recent years, underpinned by policy guidance alongside the recent introduction of mandatory standards. However, questions have been raised as to the impact of such resources as a means of enhancing involvement in health care and addressing health inequalities.

**Objective:** To review and synthesize the evidence from different approaches used to evaluate the impact of accessible information for people with intellectual disabilities using a meta-narrative approach.

**Search strategy:** Literature searches were iterative and incorporated formal databases, grey literature and hand searches alongside more intuitive and opportunistic methods.

**Inclusion criteria:** Included English language papers published before December 2015 described the design and evaluation of written information adapted for adults with intellectual disabilities.

**Data extraction and synthesis:** We organized the papers into five groups according to similarity in authors' writing styles and presentation, epistemology and theoretical foundations, aims and methodologies, professional and organizational identities.

**Main results:** The 42 included papers in the five groupings occupied diverse positions on (i) public communication vs individualized materials, (ii) literacy as decontextualized skills vs social practices and (iii) the expertise of patients vs professionals. There was limited evidence for the impact of accessible health information, notwithstanding the potential benefits associated with their creation.

**Conclusions:** Individually tailored information is more likely to meet personalized health information needs for people with intellectual disabilities. The emergence of different social formations in the creation of accessible information has potential for advancing engagement of diverse groups.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The provision of “accessible information” to people with intellectual disabilities is often characterized as the answer to some “wicked” (persistent, resistant to solution) problems relating to equal access to health and well-being. Policy documents and statements by politicians, practitioners, researchers and self-advocates suggest that accessible information will allow people with intellectual disabilities to become more self-determining, minimize health inequalities, promote active citizenship and bring about the empowerment of a social group whose voice is often excluded and ignored.

Consequently, the availability of accessible information has proliferated greatly in recent years, especially in the health field. There are a number of guidance documents available that supply instructions for creating accessible resources and an ever widening range of information resources have been published in an accessible information format (a recent UK web search turned up 24 different resources relating to blood tests alone). The requirement for service providers to make “reasonable adjustments” to their provision, including information they offer about their services, is now enshrined in the 2010 Equalities Act. The establishment of the NHS England Accessible Information Standard is a recent attempt to operationalize the adjustments that are expected from all health and social care agencies.

There have been some more sceptical voices, raising questions about the real impact of such resources and whether they are in fact fit for purpose, conveying all the necessary information in a clear and simple way. Some have queried whether the import of accessible information is more symbolic as a marker of ideological commitment to inclusion, rather than a practical means of enhancing the knowledge of people with intellectual disabilities. Others have highlighted the risk that accessible information will be handed to people with intellectual disabilities without appropriate support or attention to their individual communication needs.

To date, there is little systematically reviewed evidence that supports this policy-level commitment to adapting health information for people with intellectual disabilities by confirming its effectiveness. This review is therefore an attempt to fill this gap and moreover to include a wide range of perspectives and approaches to exploring the value of accessible information.

2 | METHODOLOGY

Greenhalgh and colleagues suggest “meta-narrative” as an approach to literature reviewing that does not seek to iron out major theoretical and methodological differences between studies, but collects similar studies into defined research traditions and paradigms. Each of these traditions brings to bear its own epistemology and methodology in addressing the research question. The reviewers’ job is to highlight the insights from each tradition, comment on the agreements and disagreements between them compare and come up with higher order themes that encompass these. This orientation is explicitly constructivist; the focus is on systems of meaning making associated with different paradigms, rather than determining any one underlying truth.

More recently, the principles of meta-narrative review have been used in smaller scale studies with a more focused scope than the original, wide ranging reviews. In similar vein, we adopted the key strategies of meta-narrative review (see Figure 1), keeping in mind the six guiding principles of this approach (pragmatism, pluralism, historicity, contestation, reflexivity and peer review) and using recent guidance as a benchmark to evaluate the quality of our study design, execution and writing up. Our research questions were:

1. How has the impact of accessible health information for people with intellectual disabilities been evaluated? Are there different groupings that might represent “bodies of knowledge” relating to this field?
2. In each of these groupings
   ○ What are the underpinning concepts, theories and methodological approaches?
   ○ Are foundational and high-quality studies identified?
   ○ What are the key empirical findings and conclusions?
Comparing the different groupings,
- Can commonalities be found between the assumptions, approaches, findings and conclusions of the different groups?
- How do agreements and disagreements among the groupings suggest higher order insights?

What further research is indicated?

2.1 | Definitions

The definition of “accessible information” for people with intellectual disabilities raised challenges. There is no single generally accepted conceptualization, which means it is often ill-defined within contemporary policy documents. Within health-care settings, understandings are skewed towards easy-to-read resources, although others have insisted that the mode of delivery of information or the involvement of people with intellectual disabilities in creating accessible information resources is key.

For instance, “easy read” is a term that has come into common use in the UK to describe information designed specifically for people with intellectual disabilities as a group with particular literacy needs. It has supplanted other terms (“easy to read,” “easier information”) and is found on many adapted public documents. This term is not so common in other English-speaking countries, although is gaining ground in Australasia.

3 | METHODS

3.1 | Scoping

The initial scoping phase of the review involved reflecting on our prior knowledge as researchers and clinicians. We contacted others engaged in similar work, tracked citations from the reference lists of guidance documents and opinion pieces and embraced serendipitous discoveries of different areas of work. A combination of Medical Sub-Headings (MeSH) terms supplemented with free-text words relating to “accessible information,” “easy read”/“easy to read,” and terms for intellectual disabilities was drawn up to identify potentially relevant literature in searchable bibliographic databases.

3.2 | Searching

We conducted a search in December 2016 Maternity and Infant Care (MIC), United States National Library of Medicine’s bibliographic database (MEDLINE), American Psychological Association (PsycINFO), Excerpta Medica Database (EMBASE), Health Management Information Consortium (HMIC) and Cumulative Index to Nursing & Allied Health Literature (CINHAL).

Next, an iterative process was initiated whereby we identified additional references by hand searching the reference lists and citations of relevant papers. We included “grey literature” such as reports published by public bodies found through Internet searching.

3.3 | Study selection

Study titles and abstracts were screened for eligibility, allowing for discussion to resolve any uncertainties. For studies not excluded on title and abstract, we obtained the full paper and assessed it in more detail. We established inclusion and exclusion criteria in order to come up with a more manageable number of papers, whilst avoiding an overly restrictive limitation of the studies to be included (Figure 2).

Although our primary interest was in health information, we did not restrict our search to that field; a few papers were included that

INCLUDED:

- Published between 1990 and December 2015 (including online ahead of print)
- Described not only the design and production of written information adapted for people with intellectual disabilities, but also had an element of evaluation of a single or multiple resources or of the design process.
- The materials were aimed at adults with intellectual disabilities
- Written in English.

EXCLUDED:

- Materials aimed at children
- Guidelines on creating adapted information
- Studies of accessible information designed for patient groups other than people with intellectual disabilities.
- Editorials, commentaries and opinion pieces
- Description and evaluation of software, websites, apps or other computer or digital resources
- Not written in English

FIGURE 2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria
looked at information relating to voting, consent to participation in research or the criminal justice system. We did not include video or digital resources. We recognize that these formats offer many exciting possibilities for people with intellectual disabilities; however, their creation and use require access to relatively specialist and expensive resources, compared to print media or audio recordings.

3.4 | Data extraction

We tabulated key bibliographic features of the studies. Reading, re-reading and discussing our selected studies with an eye on this table helped us to identify groupings of papers where there were commonalities in styles of writing and presentation; aims, methodologies and study design; professional or organizational identities and ideological affiliations. This was not a one-off process; our categorization underwent considerable adjustment and refinement. We did not find a great deal of cross-referencing between studies and struggled to identify "seminal" or foundational studies that received most citations and themselves stimulated development of what might be identified as a "research tradition." In some cases, we went further than the authors themselves in associating them with wider research fields or epistemological frameworks as these aspects of the papers were largely implicit.

Inductive coding using NVivo 11 (QSR, 2015) of one group of papers led us to create a coding framework that we then applied to the other groupings. This allowed us to contrast and compare across the different groupings. To enhance consistency of data extraction, we coded the same two papers individually and then compared the data extracted and code headings. Following discussion and agreement on the code headings, we divided the remaining papers and coded them.

3.5 | Quality appraisal

Is often not appropriate for a meta-narrative review to apply the same quality criteria to all the studies under review. Where distinct approaches to the research topic have been identified, Wong et al. recommend that "studies in these separate traditions should be appraised using the quality criteria that a competent peer-reviewer in that tradition would choose to use (p19)" rather than following a single predetermined protocol to evaluate quality. Therefore, considerations of study quality are addressed within the summaries of each research grouping in the results section below. Nevertheless, it is important to note that only the papers published in practitioner or academic journals, as distinct from grey literature and reports, were subjected to a transparent peer-review process.

4 | RESULTS

Forty-two papers were included in the review (see Figure 3), which we collated into 5 groups (Table 1). The most recent print versions of papers are listed. In this section, we present accounts of each group before offering a synthesis of findings and inferences across the groups.
### Table 1: Grouping studies for meta-narrative review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Key characteristics</th>
<th>Studies included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Howieson & Clarke (2013) Ensuring service users can access crucial information, *Learning and Disability Practice*. 16(1), 22-25.  
| Group 2 | People with intellectual disabilities as resource evaluators | Authors were from disability studies and self-advocacy backgrounds. Foregrounded opinions of people with intellectual disabilities. | Clark (2002) Accessible Health Information: Project Report. Liverpool: Liverpool Central Primary Care Trust.  
| Group 3 | People with intellectual disabilities reflecting on processes of creation of resources | Authored/co-authored by people with intellectual disabilities, aligned with principles of inclusive and participatory research | Can you understand it group (2014) Oxleas ‘Can you understand it?’ group. *Advances in Mental Health and Intellectual Disabilities*. 8(4), 268–270.  

(Continued)
| Group 4 | Observations of accessible information in use | Addressed the question of how accessible information was used to address real-life issues. Interest in interaction context where accessible information might be used. | Dodd & Brunker (1999) 'Feeling poorly': report of a pilot study aimed to increase the ability of people with learning disabilities to understand and communicate about physical illness. *British Journal of Learning Disabilities.* 27(1), 10–15.  

*Online ahead of print was available from November 2015.*
4.1 | Group 1: Practitioner accounts

The authors of these articles were mainly clinicians who created their own resources for distribution or use by a specified group of people with intellectual disabilities. These articles were generally published in journals accessed by practitioners that provided opportunities for authors to share information and experiences and publicize their work and raise the profile of the service they worked in, rather than advance theory or methodology. The 12 papers we placed in this group on the whole provide more detail on the processes involved in creating accessible resources, with less information about the evaluation of their impact.

Authors orientated at the beginning of their papers to the “rights agenda,” the legislative context of equalities legislation, as well as health inequalities experienced by people with intellectual disabilities. Nevertheless, the authors generally took for granted a traditional patient education framework in which expert knowledge and advice is primary. In this model, the role of health education is to clarify and disseminate the message for uptake by patients, who are assumed to be lacking in knowledge and skills necessary to maintain health. Justifications given by authors for undertaking adaptations highlighted the knowledge and communicative deficits of people with intellectual disabilities.

In addition, the professional and organizational needs of practitioners and service providers were foregrounded. Practitioners as well as people with intellectual disabilities were featured as producers and service providers were foregrounded. Practitioners as well as people with intellectual disabilities were featured as producers and service providers were foregrounded. Practitioners as well as people with intellectual disabilities were featured as producers and service providers were foregrounded. Practitioners as well as people with intellectual disabilities were featured as producers and service providers were foregrounded. Practitioners as well as people with intellectual disabilities were featured as producers and service providers were foregrounded. Practitioners as well as people with intellectual disabilities were featured as producers and service providers were foregrounded. Practitioners as well as people with intellectual disabilities were featured as producers and service providers were foregrounded. Practitioners as well as people with intellectual disabilities were featured as producers and service providers were foregrounded. Practitioners as well as people with intellectual disabilities were featured as producers and service providers were foregrounded.

4.2 | Group 2: People with intellectual disabilities as resource evaluators

These authors of the nine papers in this group described projects where the opinions of people with intellectual disabilities were foregrounded as reviewers of accessible information resources (one or many) that had been created elsewhere. In four cases, authors were part of independent research teams who had been commissioned to review a specific resource. Participants were in many cases associated with self-advocacy organizations or those that worked with people with intellectual disabilities as coresearchers.

The authors of these papers were more likely to align explicitly with the social model of disability. The importance of people with intellectual disabilities taking an equal role in designing accessible resources and also having control over when and how the resources were used was emphasized. Authors drew attention to power imbalances between people with intellectual disabilities and others (carers and paid staff). They suggest that staff and supporters themselves can present barriers to disabled people in terms of distribution of resources and their use to promote free and unbiased decision making by people with intellectual disabilities.

The findings of this group were more ambivalent than Group 1. Many participants in these studies were appreciative of efforts to make written information more accessible. However, in most of these papers, limitations in the accessible information were highlighted, particularly ambiguous visual images and wordings having too much information, being too difficult to read, even for “competent readers.” Some authors pointed out how simplifying a visual image or written information made its meaning less, rather than more clear.

Perhaps because of their background in disability studies and self-advocacy, these authors offered a more complex understanding of access for people with intellectual disabilities that encompassed not only the existence of adapted resources, but also their distribution and availability. Many of their participants mentioned problems in getting hold of resources; these constituted further barriers to access and might be caused by funding for a resource drying up or professionals not handing them on to people with intellectual disabilities.

4.3 | Group 3: People with intellectual disabilities reflecting on process of creating resources

The three studies in this area were papers authored or co-authored by people with intellectual disabilities, or referred to work authored by someone with intellectual disabilities. They appeared in British specialist intellectual disability journals that are welcoming of papers in easier to read formats and all included illustrations. The stated aim of these studies was to highlight the capabilities of people with intellectual disabilities as producers of accessible information. In many ways, they depart from what is usually considered acceptable as a research report, with little reference to background academic literature or impersonal appraisal of data. Their value is judged to reside in their close alignment with the principles of inclusive/participatory
research as reflecting the agency and voice of people with intellectual disabilities.41

There is an awareness of how creation and use of written information engage not only the cognitive aspects of the self, but also social and emotion. The self-advocate authors mentioned how their role/job gives them social identity and enhances social bonds and self-esteem.42,43 Moreover, their involvement allows them to operate within what Glynos & Speed call “a regime of recognition” made available through coproduction models44 that publicly foregrounds the capabilities, rather than deficits of disabled people.

4.4 | Group 4: Observations of accessible information in use

These qualitative studies involved reports or observations of people with intellectual disabilities making use of adapted information resources in relatively naturalistic environments or to address real-life issues. All of the lead authors were learning disability specialist practitioners from allied health professions.

The papers described ways in which the adaptation was personalized for the individual with intellectual disabilities. The role of supporters and the importance of their expertise in facilitating use of accessible information were highlighted. The authors’ concept of “informational accessibility” did not begin and end with simplifying a specific text; they emphasized the importance of prior assessment of individual communicative capacities and needs45 and of the mode of delivery of adapted information.18

Their conclusions were mixed. In contexts where the information under discussion had particular valency or significance (either emotional or professional) for the supporters, for instance when it was part of a health promotion consultation,18 or a discussion about cancer, the supporters’ own views and interpretations of the materials appeared to take precedence.46 This might mean that supporters used the materials to emphasize normative behaviour regarding health promotion (rather than outlining choices) or avoided aspects of the resource they found difficult or upsetting. Relying on reports of carers or professionals, rather than using observational methods, perhaps gave a more positive view of the impact of accessible information in real-life settings, such as visiting the doctor.47 A drawback for these papers is the very small numbers of people involved in the studies with ten or fewer participants with intellectual disabilities in all cases.

4.5 | Group 5: Evaluation of effects of accessible information

These papers are from different disciplinary traditions (clinical psychology, psychiatry, speech and language therapy, education, computational linguistics) although all aimed to evaluate the actual use of adaptations to make information more accessible to people with intellectual disabilities using experimental paradigms under relatively controlled conditions. An institutional commitment to evidence-based medicine48 was evidenced in the rationales authors offered for their research. Papers were published in peer-reviewed journals aimed at a clinical academic audience. Authors compared the impact of adapted materials to information provided in conventional or more complex formats and used quantitative methodologies to compare between and within groups. A number of these papers used standardized tests of reading or comprehension to categorize participants with ID. The entrance of scholars working in linguistics49 and computational linguistics50,51 into this area is noteworthy.

The adaptations to the materials that were offered to people with intellectual disabilities were various, and strategies included adding or substituting visual images such as photographs,20,52 clipart,51 symbols19,53 or pictures,54,55 or changing the complexity, linguistic features or presentation of the text.20,50,51,56 The paper by Feldman et al.56 was the only one to explore the impact of presenting text in an audio rather than video format. This variety does pose some difficulties in drawing overall conclusions from the studies’ findings.

These studies recruited larger groups of participants (between 13 and 85 people), although tended to do so “opportunistically.” Most were described as having “mild” or “moderate” intellectual disabilities and potential participants with very restricted or no verbal language were excluded.

Nevertheless, the impact of using accessible information was disappointing. Where understanding of the texts was assessed as an outcome measure, and adapted and non-adapted texts were compared,19,20,52–56 only one of these studies53 found an advantage for groups who had been given information that had been simplified linguistically or otherwise adapted to make it easier to understand. On the whole, the cognitively more able, or those who did better on reading tests, seemed to do a better job of decoding. For those who struggled more, adapting the text in various ways did not tend to help.

5 | SYNTHESIS

In this section, we identify higher order themes through reflecting on the conceptual, methodological and empirical differences between our groupings. These are represented as tensions between diverse positions with implications for practice, policy and future research; we reflect on these in the final discussion section.

5.1 | Public or individualized resources?

Creators of accessible resources are faced with a dilemma regarding whether they address potential consumers of their texts as a group (whether they are seen as inadequate communicators or disabled by social barriers) or individuals. Much accessible information can be described as generic57 or public communication defined as large scale in distribution and received by a heterogenous audience. The relationship between the sender and receiver is asymmetrical (from expert to novice), impersonal and controlled by the sender.

Group 1 authors focused on producing accessible information as “public information” and Group 5 authors address its effectiveness on this level. Therefore, for Group 1, success can be measured in the uptake of the resource (eg, how many downloads from a website). For
Group 5, the resource is judged on how far it assists the understanding of a presumably representative group of people with intellectual disabilities.

For others, particularly Group 4, the accessibility of a resource is determined by the extent to which it has been crafted to meet the individual requirements of the person with intellectual disabilities. This can be designed into an assessment process that precedes the creation of the resource or into the format of the resource itself, such as Talking Mats or Books Beyond Words which both present pictures or symbols only that are used and responded to on an individual level by the person with ID.

5.2 | Literacy skills or literacy practices?

Use of reading assessments and readability metrics among Group 5 authors points to an underlying model of literacy as a set of cognitively based technical skills. Accessible information is proposed as a resource that demands fewer of these skills in decoding texts of people with intellectual disabilities. There are variations in research methodologies, but all involved assessment of individuals looking by themselves at texts chosen and presented by the researchers, in standardized conditions.

A different view of literacy is suggested by the authors who focused more on the use of accessible information in more naturalistic settings, where the texts were of greater personal relevance to the person with intellectual disabilities and those supporting them. These encounters can be seen as “literacy events”; a term common within New Literacy Studies (NLS) to describe “any occasion in which a piece of writing is integral to the nature of the participants’ interactions and their interpretative processes” (p. 50) . NLS researchers challenge (still) prevailing definitions of literacy as a set of decontextualized individual skills and reconceptualize it as social practices (underpinned by ideologically reinforced understandings of the nature of literacy and its uses and effects), often involving more than just the individual reader.

Group 4 authors reflect these sorts of concerns, examining how people with intellectual disabilities, supporters and accessible texts come together in processes of meaning making that relate to participants wider social goals. They offer a more nuanced view of the role of carers as “literacy mediators” than authors in the other groups, who promote the importance of giving support to people with intellectual disabilities in using accessible information as straightforwardly facilitative.

5.3 | People with intellectual disabilities and professionals: whose expertise?

The different groups of studies adopted diverse positions on the role of people with intellectual disabilities in the initiation, design and evaluation of accessible information along a continuum of involvement. At one end of the continuum, judgments about the readability of a text were calculated through computer algorithms—people with intellectual disabilities were not involved at all. In other Group 5 studies, people with intellectual disabilities were involved as research “subjects” usually recruited through service settings that they attended, where it might be argued they were something of a captive audience. As participants in these studies, people with intellectual disabilities did not always have significant involvement in the design of the materials they were given to test.

At the other end of the continuum of involvement, people with intellectual disabilities were described as the originators of ideas for accessible materials, authors and editorial advisers or coresearchers into the impact of accessible information.

Between these two positions, people with intellectual disabilities were engaged as consultants at the beginning and quality checkers and approvers towards the end of the design and production process. The importance of involving people with intellectual disabilities was stressed, but the expertise of health and communication professionals (often bringing together professionals from intellectual disability services, primary and secondary care and trust corporate departments) was taken as the starting point for resource design and refinement.

These different positions indicated a tension in the literature regarding the nature of relevant expertise when it comes to creating and evaluating accessible information. From the perspective of literature originating from self-advocacy and disability studies scholarship, people with intellectual disabilities are regarded as “experts by experience” on accessible information, bringing experiential authority based on their location within and knowledge of communities of disabled people.

Professional expertise, on the other hand, is usually understood to transcend specific circumstances and life-experiences. For the researchers, particularly in Group 1 who orientated most to institutional requirements, with a high value put on accountability, avoidance of risk and respect for bureaucratic hierarchies, expert professional knowledge was highlighted as an indicator of quality of accessible information.

6 | DISCUSSION

6.1 | Limitations of this study

Meta-narrative review regards intuition, personal and professional knowledge and networks, and serendipity as resources available to reviewers, although at the expense of the replicability of the review. We therefore acknowledge that this review is itself a crafted narrative, albeit one that we have tried to support throughout with reference to our primary sources. Other reviewers might well identify different groupings of studies and highlight different themes.

The relatively discrete focus of our review and our limited resources in undertaking it meant adherence to the guiding principles of historicity (unfolding of research traditions over time) and peer review were a challenge. We refer throughout to “groupings” rather than “research traditions” as we found limited mutual awareness and intergroup citation, even between very similar studies, meaning that it was not easy to get a sense of later work building on and elaborating earlier work. Our engagement with peer review only extended as far as seeking feedback from peers and mentors; ideally, we would
have undertaken the review with support from a reference group that included different stakeholders, including practitioners, policymakers and people with intellectual disabilities.

6.2 | Summary of findings

We began this review with reference to the very extensive claims that have been made for the potential impact of accessible health information for people with intellectual disabilities and health providers, including clearer understanding of health and illness, increased decision making, self-management, better health, consumer satisfaction with care and cost savings. From reviewing the literature, we were unable to find clear evidence that introducing accessible information leads to these outcomes, at least when it is disseminated as public information.

Perhaps such a conclusion is inevitable; after all, it is difficult to establish a clear causal link between delivery of written health information and changes in health behaviours in the wider population. There was no clear consensus among the papers reviewed as to what constituted the most important impacts of adapted health information, how to measure these or what would constitute an acceptable degree of quality and rigour in evaluation. There were a number of favourable reports on the reception and uptake of adapted health information by people with intellectual disabilities and those who support them. However, we are not yet able to conclude that a presumably basic aspect of adapted information, that it is reliably easier to understand than a non-adapted version by people with intellectual disabilities, has been achieved.

The reviewed literature does suggest that adapted health information has a better chance of making an impact when it is tailored to an individual’s individual requirements for information and communicative support (this is also true for the wider population). We have also been alerted to the danger that inequal power relationships between people with intellectual disabilities and supporters/professionals can be reproduced in literacy events involving accessible information.

We noted some additional impacts not directly related to individual health outcomes; the process of creating and designing accessible health information may bring together different social groups in new ways that might well benefit people with intellectual disabilities. People with intellectual disabilities were able to access new forms of social capital as authors of accessible information and arbiters of its quality. We also found examples of specialist intellectual disability staff working more closely with mainstream staff to design and disseminate accessible information.

7 | DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In selecting our papers for review, we found that we had to omit literature that was potentially very relevant and valuable, because the authors had not explicitly included people with intellectual disabilities in their research samples, or had in some cases excluded them. In the wider literature relating to written health communication, simplification of health messages and health literacy we found widely cited review studies, that explored, for instance the usefulness of using visual images in health communication or compared different strategies for simplifying health information. We also discovered a separate literature on making information accessible for people experiencing aphasia after a stroke. Further research is needed to clarify whether there are common strategies that are likely to improve the accessibility for a range of groups who need communicative support, or whether different groups have different requirements. Some of the authors of our reviewed papers suggested that resources developed for people with intellectual disabilities offer many benefits to the wider population. This claim needs further empirical exploration.

The review revealed a lack of information about how people with intellectual disabilities and the people with support them use accessible information in their everyday lives. Unfortunately, observational research on the communicative experiences of people with intellectual disabilities is still scarce; this is even more the case regarding literacy practices.

If these resources are being used in real-life situations, how can we monitor their impact and specify appropriate outcomes? Different quantitative and qualitative (including ethnographic and interactional) methodologies are needed to address the impact of accessible information. Biomedical research into health communication assumes that better communication will lead to higher rates of uptake of services and adherence to professional advice. However, it is also possible that greater understanding and engagement with health information (including understanding drawbacks and side-effects of procedures and interventions) may lead to lower rates of take-up.

There was very little attention paid in any of the literature reviewed to the content of accessible information, beyond its readability. There was rarely a critique of the concepts articulated in the resources and the authority of professional knowledge and advice contained within them. In fact of all the literature we reviewed, only one paper discussed the importance of accessible information offering clear choices to people with intellectual disabilities, including the option to decline treatment or engagement in self-care practices.

The information offered in the accessible texts—usually institutionally sanctioned information about biomedicine or services, was assumed to be both neutral and authoritative. The underlying theory of communication pervasive in the literature is based on the mechanistic sender-receiver model of Shannon & Weaver whereby information is a commodity passed from one person to another. Making information “accessible” therefore is equated with breaking down barriers to make sure that information flows freely, the expected direction of flow being from the more to the less knowledgeable.

Alternative conceptualizations of how communication works from a post-modernist and social constructionist perspective regard language itself as constitutive of social phenomena and identities. Culturally and historically, specific expectations of how people should behave are transmitted linguistically through the choice and coordination of elements of different modes of meaning (words, picture, gestures). Moreover, scholars from cultural and media studies challenge the idea that audiences simply absorb the message of the text, instead describing text recipients as involved in active meaning making,
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